Perform Complex Allocations in Less Time with Better Quality Data
JOYN Production Allocation gives back two hours every
working day to production accountants and analysts
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seamlessly with our JOYN iPhone app that allows for
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400 bbls
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0 bbls

troubleshooting of issues, and easy maintenance and
management of allocation networks. It integrates

Scheduler
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400 bbls
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0 bbls
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120 bbls

better data quality at the point of collection, rapid data
validation, and continuous data sync. Stop chasing
lease operators and other field workers to resolve data

Venson34 5h- Gas Used COMPRESSOR Fuel

exceptions. Create accurate allocation reports in much
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CAPABILITIES

less time every day.

BENEFITS

JOYN automates production allocations and uses intelligent

Perform the most complex allocations with speed and

algorithms to spot data quality problems as they occur.

accuracy, and fewer data quality delays.

JOYN Production Allocation engine generates volumes

No more waiting! Run allocations the moment data is

much more rapidly from data that’s available in near real

available, not after days and weeks of chasing down

time.

missing figures.

Allocations can be performed in near real time as soon as

With field validation on mobile devices, time spent

enough data has been gathered.

chasing missing or bad data is eliminated.

Allocated volumes can be made readily available to

Calculations are performed in the cloud for full scalability,

Operations teams, enabling enhanced Pump by Exception

and to ensure that allocation data is immediately visible

outcomes.

to everyone who needs it.
Troubleshooting problems becomes much faster. Review
volumes for any product and disposition on the network
diagram at every node.

BENEFITS
JOYN Production Allocation can be integrated with any

Create formulae for complex allocation scenarios quickly

system to pull master data and network data directly,

and easily with an advanced click-and-pick interface.

eliminating manual entries.

An intuitive drag-and-drop interface makes network

JOYN Production Allocation works seamlessly with the

management fast and easy.

JOYN iPhone app and JOYN advanced task routing engine to
further enable Pump by Exception for the oilfield.
JOYN Production Allocation includes JOYN Analytics, which
gives every user a dashboard of data that is most relevant
to them.

*TYPICAL INTEGRATIONS - further systems can be integrated if needed.
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